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Right here, we have countless book Deadly
Captive 1 Bianca Sommerland and collections to
check out. We additionally have the funds for
variant types and as a consequence type of the
books to browse. The adequate book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as well as
various additional sorts of books are readily
approachable here.

As this Deadly Captive 1 Bianca Sommerland, it
ends up innate one of the favored books Deadly
Captive 1 Bianca Sommerland collections that
we have. This is why you remain in the best
website to see the amazing books to have.

Broken Justice
Bianca Sommerland

Lyndi Crisdean is
assigned one of the
hardest cases in her
career as a defense
attorney. A serial
murder case.
Investigating is Alek
Trevian, the lead
investigator for the

district attorney, and
a handsome and
supremely
dangerous man.
Lyndi finds herself
in over her head
when she chooses
desire for Alek over
common sense. If
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they're caught, Lyndi
will lose everything
she's worked for.
Circumstances
beyond her control
pull her toward
Alek, for he turns
out to be the only
one who can help
when threats start to
mount against
her.Lyndi may be
the key Alek needs
to bring down a
murderous cult
running loose in his
city. When her
beach house is
broken into and a
man begins to tail
Lyndi, Alek can't
help but reason
Lyndi may be next
on the cult's hitlist.
The question is, will
he discover the
identity of the cult,
keep her safe, and
still win the case
against the serial

killer she's
defending, all while
losing a battle
against the strong,
untamable desire
she alone ignites
within him?
The Handy
Science Answer
Book
Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
Scandalous
headlines
threaten to
turn Jamie
Kent from a
pop star to a
pariah on the
regular, but
this latest
one is a
little too
close for
comfort. The
Asylum Fight
Club seems
like a good
place to hide
out...until he

has to prove he
belongs - deep
in a lifestyle
with a contract
and rules he
breaks within
the first five
minutes.
Staying means
complete
surrender, but
a lifetime
scripting love
songs didn't
prepare him to
give his heart
to the one man
who claims
everything he
has to offer.
The day he
returns from
prison.
Reputation has
its own kind of
power in a
place where
pain and
pleasure depend
on who's in
control.
Entangled in
the lives of
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those he'd give
anything to
protect, Noah
Leonov rarely
takes chances,
but the
hardened
fighter refuses
to abandon the
vulnerable new
sub to vultures
who could tear
his life apart
with a camera
flash. With the
cage where he
spent two years
fresh in his
mind, Noah
won't trap the
man he loves in
his brutal
world. Jamie
deserves the
glamour and
fame, where he
can have more
than a broken
man can
provide. He
belongs in the
spotlight.
Neither man

ever had the
choice to
decide their
own destiny.
Imprisoned by
the roles
they're forced
to play, their
key to freedom
might be to do
the unexpected.
Refuse to let
go.

Written in Blood
Rosemary
Entwined
Everything I know
is a lie. I'm an
ordinary mortal
girl. Lord Irrik is a
depraved dragon
shifter. King
Irdelron is an
immortal tyrant.
In the disease
ridden land of
Verald, life is
mapped out much
like the established
rings of our

kingdom. Everyone
has a role... Me?
I'll be uselessly
serving potato stew
for the rest of my
life because I can't
make anything
grow. But
starvation brews
rebellion. When
the king strikes,
I'm captured by
Lord Irrik.
Instantly, I'm
embroiled in a
deadly game. One
where I'm
desperate to
understand the
rules. Because
nothing makes
sense anymore.
Now, I'm not only
fighting for my life
. . . but a love that
could be the key to
my freedom. What
if the truth means
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you're not who --
or what -- you
thought you were?
The End
Createspace
Independent
Publishing Platform
Henry Knox has
hurt the one person
that meant
something to him,
the only person he
has loved. He
became involved
with drugs, alcohol
and the wild life.
But what he really
wants is real love
and the high that
comes along with it.
Drive Me Wild
Burlesque Press
"I'd glimpsed the
human behind the
monster. Now I
couldn't go back."
At a busy coffee
shop near Houston,
Mia meets tall, dark,
hot Brandon Levine.
Brandon's jade-

colored eyes captivate
her. His smile
beguiles her. But
what secrets is he
hiding behind those
eyes and dazzling
smile? Soon she'll
discover Brandon's
insidious motives,
and truths that will
shock her. And just
wait till she meets his
brother Tyler. BND:
This isn't role-play.
This is the real deal.
Wanted by the
Devil Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
Outcasts, black
sheep, those who
never fit in
anywhere. Winter's
Wrath belongs to
them. Every single
member of the
band rejects the
norm when it

comes to music.
They won't settle
when it comes to
love. Alder
Trousseau, the lead
guitarist in a band
that owns his heart
and soul, has always
stood in the
shadow of a man he
hates. Braver
"Brave" Trousseau,
the voice of
Winter's Wrath.
For the success of
the band, they have
to work past their
animosity, but
that's difficult when
they have the same
taste in women.
And men. Sex is a
game to Brave. A
game that might
leave the people
Alder cares for
completely broken.
Unless he claims
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them for his own. If
he steps out of the
shadows, he'll have
no choice to play.
To win. On stage,
the drama drives
the fans insane. The
songs they sing are
a blood racing,
body moving,
warcry. But the very
real battle taking
place between the
snares and the mic
might tear the band
apart.
The Ugly Stepsister
Strikes Back
Melbourne University
How far would you go
to protect your love
and your life? When
two deaths turn his
world upside down,
Klaus must wrestle
with a problem that
goes soul deep. With
Jodie it was capture
fantasy but now he's
made the fantasy real,

dragging her along as
his accomplice. No
one should feel so
good about something
so wrong. Maybe his
soul is darker than he
feared. Maybe the rules
shouldn't apply to him.
Warning: Dark erotica,
Menage Mff with
BDSM themes, capture
fantasy, and dubious
consent. Contains
spanking, bondage,
caning and piercing,
and one alpha
possessive man about
to toss aside his morals
and take what he
wants.
The Dartmouth
Cobras Box Set
Volume 1
CreateSpace
"Having been born
a freeman, and for
more than thirty
years enjoyed the
blessings of liberty
in a free
State—and having

at the end of that
time been
kidnapped and sold
into Slavery, where
I remained, until
happily rescued in
the month of
January, 1853, after
a bondage of twelve
years—it has been
suggested that an
account of my life
and fortunes would
not be uninteresting
to the public." -an
excerpt
She Was Mine
Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
USA TODAY
BESTSELLING
BOOK! Mike
Majlak was a
seventeen-year-old
from a loving,
middle-class family
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in Milford,
Connecticut, when
he got caught up in
the opioid
epidemic that swept
the nation. For
close to a decade
thereafter, his life
was a wasteland of
darkness and
despair. While his
peers were
graduating from
college, buying
homes, getting
married, having
kids, and leading
normal lives, Mike
was snorting
OxyContin,
climbing out of cars
at gunpoint, and
burying his
childhood friends.
Unable to escape
the noose of
addiction, he
eventually lost the

trust and support of
everyone who had
ever loved him.
Alone, with
nothing but drugs
to keep him
company, darkness
closed in, and the
light inside
him--the last flicker
of hope--began to
dim. His dreams,
potential, and
future were all
being devoured by
a relentless
addiction too
powerful to fight.
Despair filled him
as he realized he
wasn't going to
survive. Somehow,
he did... HE NOT
ONLY
SURVIVED, HE
THRIVED. Now
he's a social media
personality with

millions of
followers, and an
entrepreneur,
marketer,
podcaster,
YouTuber, and
author who hopes
to use his voice to
shine a light for
those whose own
lights have grown
dim. This is his
story.
Backlash Noble
Romance Publishing
LL
If there were an
emergency number
for adulthood, Matt
Kincaid would have
dialed it months ago.
Raising his kid brother
alone is already an
uphill battle,
nevermind when an
ugly gang initiation
lands the teen in
lockup. Again. Only,
this time for a hate
crime against a local
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fight club, where
settling debts isn't
taken lightly. When the
club offers to let Matt
risk everything in a
long-shot match with a
man who's as brutally
handsome as he is
tough, he jumps at the
chance. If Matt wins,
all will be forgiven. If
not? Well, he might as
well move in, because
'The Law' will own his
ass...for a very long
time. There are no
limits to what Lawson
'The Law' Gaumond
will do to protect the
club he and his former
lovers built. An inner-
city sanctuary where
Anniston Falls' gay
leather culture thrives,
The Asylum Fight
Club isn't an easy
place, but it's home.
Taking on a local
hothead whose
younger brother
vandalized the space
isn't high on his
priority list, but there's

something about Matt
that cries out for a firm
hand. Lawson's never
backed down from a
fight, and he's not
about to start when
there's no way he can
lose. When renewed
gang violence erupts,
spilling blood over The
Asylum, Lawson and
Matt must confront
their pasts to find a way
forward. Gunshots and
knives should be
harder to survive than
this rough love, but
coming to the ring
armed with nothing
but the truth is their
greatest challenge of
all.
Game Misconduct
Bianca Sommerland
Prison or a life of
luxury? Let me
think...Reluctant thief
Alec Tremaine would
rather be behind bars
than face his brothers
after his first attempt at
grand theft auto goes
horribly wrong.

Desperation had him
agreeing to their crazy
plan-better to be a
criminal like the rest of
the Tremaine clan than
starve on the streets-
but when they
abandon him, he's
forced to face the most
powerful man in the
city.And given the
opportunity to climb
out of the gutter.Right
into the bed of Xavier
Ashburne.There's only
one catch. Alec isn't
quite up to Xavier's
standards. Not yet.His
head of security,
Luther Cross, the only
man Xavier considers
his equal, sees
something in Alec
worth more than
anyone ever has.
Bound by the rules of
his unique relationship
with the
temperamental
millionaire, Luther's
training could decide
Alec's entire future.
But giving in to
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temptation could
destroy it.Alec's value
is in what he must beco
me.Sensual.Submissive
.And...Polished.
Overtime Asylum
Fight Club
This book covers all
Australian science
fiction and fantasy
authors, books and
stories, as well as
important magazines,
sub-genres and works
published
electronically.
Boy Next Door
Bianca
Sommerland
A taste and then it
was gone. Lydia
sacrificed her body
and her very sanity,
surrendering her
freedom to protect
those she loves.
Within the grasp of
the evil she fought
to escape, she risks
losing all that she is

in order to spare
herself endless
suffering. Death
would be mercy.
Death would make
her sacrifice
meaningless. Cyrus
is more than willing
to play with his old
toys, leaving Lydia
with no choice but
to endure his
twisted games. His
kindness is worse
than his cruelty,
warping everything
she once believed.
When the only
salvation is in the
arms of her
tormentor, her cage
becomes a welcome
place to hide. Love
isn’t to be trusted.
But the chains will
hold her, strong
and sure. Agony
becomes the

sweetest relief. Pain
is a language she
understands.
“Sometimes I
almost wish I
didn’t want to
hurt you so much.
But just almost.
You’re most
beautiful when
you’re fighting to
stay alive. I want to
keep you this
beautiful forever.”
~Cyrus
The Fifth Vital
Createspace
Independent
Publishing Platform
" Dark, provocative,
and glaringly
honest," H. Turley,
Reader HER: The
first day of my
captivity was like
being born... or
dying. They're both
kind of the same
thing with the long
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tunnel and the bright
light at the end.
Maybe it wasn't like
either, actually.
Maybe I'm
remembering it
wrong because for
me that day all there
was was darkness.
HIM: Today I found
something beautiful
and decided to break
it. I wanted to see it
shatter in my hand
and crumble at my
feet. Her name is
Emily Vargas.She's
bright and educated
and stunning.
Articulate. She'll
want someone to talk
to her. REVIEWS: " .
. . beautifully written
and exquisitely
detailed . . . a
brilliantly written
book and I highly
suggest it, if you're
up for the challenge."
-mamakittyreviews.c

om " . . . the most
twisted form of
psychological
conditioning, I've
ever read . . . will
stick in your brain for
days after you read
it." - Kathleen
Gresham, Reader
Twelve Years a
Slave Tibby
Armstrong
The goal doesn't
count until it
crosses the line.
Captain of the
Dartmouth Cobras
hockey team,
Dominik Mason,
believes his team
can make a damn
good playoff run.
He and his men
won't stop fighting
until they win the
ultimate prize.
There's no doubt
when it comes to

The Game. Off the
ice, there's nothing
but uncertainty. His
life has been in a
holding pattern and
it's time to move
on. Which might
be easier without
the lifestyle that has
lost its appeal. As
much as he loved
training subs, he's
tired of giving his all
only to go home
alone. Tragedy
once brought him
closer to Sahara
Dionne, the
exquisite, yet fragile
Ice Girl, but when
her abusive-ex
darkens her path
once again,
Dominik can't help
but wonder if his
friendship might
not be the best
thing for her. But
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she craves his touch,
his dominance, and
his possession.
Everything he
desires is finally
within his reach. All
he has to do is take
the shot.
Bind and Keep Me
Createspace
Independent
Publishing Platform
Stolen from a bright
life full of colors,
happiness, and youth,
Nicole Reed is
dragged into a pit of
pain and depravity
where all she can hope
for is a quick end. But
her captors don’t
want to kill her. They
want to use her to
teach a little boy
whom they plan to
mold in their image.
She must free him
before that happens.
Only she can’t stand
against those who
hold him, not alone.

Her only hope is Vince,
one of her tormentors,
who may still show a
glimmer of humanity.
Or maybe that’s just
a trick of the light.
Mike Majlak
On the long trip
back to Toronto
from an art show in
Detroit, Shawna’s
bus makes an
unexpected stop in
the middle of
nowhere. When the
bus is evacuated, she
ends up alone with a
man who’s just as
dark and dominant
as the heroes in her
favorite books. Her
desires tempt her to
let her guard
down—to take a
chance that he might
be everything she
needs—but how far
is she willing to go?
She’s afraid to find
out . . . and even

more afraid not to.
The MUP
Encyclopaedia of
Australian Science
Fiction & Fantasy
CreateSpace
Hour of the Lion: The
Wild Hunt Legacy:
Book 1
Invidious Bianca
Sommerland
Everyone knows
how all those fairy
tales go. The
princess gets
beautiful, nabs her
prince, falls
instantly in love,
lives happily ever
after and leaves her
evil stepsisters in
the dust. But what
happens when
you're the ugly
stepsister and your
obnoxiously
perfect-read pretty,
smart, and, worst
of all, sickeningly
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nice-stepsister is
dating the
charming, tall,
devastatingly
handsome guy
you've had a thing
for since you were
nine years old?
Quirky, artistic and
snarky Mattie Lowe
does not lead a
charmed life. Her
mother is
constantly belittling
her on Skype.
Mercedes, the
school mean girl,
has made it her
personal mission to
torment Mattie. But
worst of all? Her
stepsister Ella is the
most beautiful,
popular girl in
school and is dating
Mattie's secret
longtime crush,
Jake Kingston.

Tired of being left
out and done with
waiting for her own
stupid fairy
godmother to show
up, Mattie decides
to change her life.
She'll start by
running for senior
class president
against wildly
popular Jake. Ella
can keep her Prince
Annoying. Mattie's
going to rule the
school. And no
one, not even a cute
and suddenly flirty
Jake, is going to
stop her.
Hour of the Lion
Once Upon a Time
Books
Rosemary
EntwinedBianca
Sommerland
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